
Summer Learning Program – Getting Ready for 2nd Grade 

ELA                             
  
Below are a few ideas I would like to share with you to help your child continue to actively learn over 
the summer vacation in order to maintain and grow the skills needed for first grade.  
 
 
ELA: Many of the suggested activities can be done for both phonics and fine motor (handwriting) 
skills. 
 
For Phonics, please review letters’ sounds and names, and words families. I recommend for ELA 
activities numbers 2,3,4,7,9,10, each should say the letter name and sound as he/she traces the 
letters with either his/her fingers or writing instrument. 
 

1.  Scholastic Bob books (terrific books that range from very simple sentences to more complex 
sentences depending on each child’s ability) 

 
2. Rice/sand/cornmeal writing (the child is to say letter name and sound as they are writing 

letters) 
 

3. Sandpaper/Cotton ball letters the child is to say letter name and sound as they are writing 
letters) 
 

4. Playdough letters (the child is to say letter name and sound as they are writing letters) 
 
5. Scrabble pieces–see how many words you can make or how many tiles of a certain letter you 

can find. 
 

6. Charade (act out words, or items that start with a certain letter or sound) 
 
7. Rainbow letters (the child is to say letter name and sound as they are writing letters) 
 
8. Wiki sticks the child is to say letter name and sound as they are writing letters) 

 
9. Stencils–letters/numbers/shapes 
 
10. Paint letter/number the child is to say letter name and sound as they are writing letters) 

 
11. Depending on your child’s reading ability, read to your child, echo read (child repeats back 

what was read to them) choral read (child reads out loud along with reader) or have your child 
read to you at least one book a week. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Summer Learning Program – Getting Ready for 2nd Grade 

Math                           
 
Math:  Please practice identifying and writing numbers, matching numbers with their correct numbers, 
simple addition and subtraction facts. 
 

1. Real life experiences with math using addition and subtraction 
Example: help with cooking, shopping 

2. Numbers and counters 
3. Card games:  Go Fish, Uno 
4. Dice game: Yahtzee 
5. Bingo calling regular number, using addition subtraction equation to get bingo number 
6. M&M Counting Book 
7. Hershey Kisses addition and subtraction books 

 
Computer Resources 
       Esparklearning.com 

IXL.com 
Zearn.org (math) 

 
Additional Resources 
Catapult Learning Summer Tutoring 
Tutoring 

 

 

 


